Announcement

JEB International Award

for the Best Paper
Published in

Journal of Environmental Biology

Salient Features

* Award started from 2018
* Papers published in JEB considered
* Only First author eligible for Award
* US$ 500 as cash prize every year
* Appreciation Certificate to award winner
* International Committee to judge

JEB International Award

- To Best research paper published in “Journal of Environmental Biology” (JEB) every year.

- All the papers published in JEB will be considered for the Award.

- The selection criteria comprise
  1) originality
  2) Writing / Presentation style
  3) practical relevance of research paper
  4) technical excellence / quality.

- Only First author is eligible for the award.

- International committee will select the best paper.

- For any query in this regard e-mail to: editor@jeb.co.in
  or visit our website: www.jeb.co.in

US$ 500
Every Year
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